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Justification of Text

This paragraph is left-aligned. Left-aligned text is easier
to read and easier to set. Right-aligned and centered are
generally not used for body text because it interferes
with readability.
This paragraph is justified and has no issues. Justification
can be used if it is consistent with the type requirements
of the document. However, justification can cause big
gaps between words and white “rivers” in a text block.
See the passage below for a bad example. Columns that
are too narrow, long words and no hyphenation make the
problem worse.

Down the Rabbit-Hole:

Bad justification with rivers and gaps

There was nothing so
very remarkable in that;
nor did Alice think it so
very much out of the way
to hear the Rabbit say to
itself, ‘Oh dear! Oh dear!
I shall be late!’ (When
she thought it over
afterwards, it occurred
to her that she ought to
have wondered at this,
but at the time it all

seemed quite natural);
but when the Rabbit
actually took a watch
out of its waistcoatpocket, and looked at
it, and then hurried on,
Alice started to her feet,
for it flashed across
her mind that she had
never before seen a
rabbit with either a
waistcoat-pocket, or

a watch to take out of
it, and burning with
curiosity, she ran across
the field after it, and
fortunately was just in
time to see it pop down
a large rabbit-hole under
the hedge.

Always, Always Spell Check

Once the design is complete, spell check all of
the text. This is done two ways and both must be
used. First, in most software programs, there is
spell check available. Use it. Second, print the
document and read through the text.
Even if it is text given to you by a client, spell
check it. Never assume that it is correct. Keep
a dictionary nearby and use it.
Proofread for wrong word usage and
verify the spelling of people’s names.

Candidate for a Pullet Surprise
I have a spelling checker
It came with my PC
It highlights for my review
Mistakes I cannot sea.

I ran this poem thru it
I'm sure your pleased to no
Its letter perfect in it's weigh
My checker told me sew.

Use Proper Quote and Apostrophe Marks
Use true quotation marks and apostrophes instead of using inch
marks and feet marks (“ ” ‘ ’ are correct. " " ' ' are incorrect.) Place all
punctuations inside the quotation marks. To access quotation marks,
open the glyphs palette.

The Queen of Hearts is wrong!
"Off with her head!"
'Off with her head!'
“Off with her head”!

Alice is right!
“What’s her problem? She keeps
saying, ‘Off with her head!’. That
would make me 9" shorter!”

Altering Fonts

Don’t alter the widths, weight, or shapes of the characters. Type
design is an art. Each character has been carefully designed
taking into consideration the width, weight and the shape of
each character (stress, stroke and serif.)
Graphic software allow us to destroy/alter the original design.
Inexperienced designers use this option to “force” type to fit.
The examples below were altered with Adobe Illustrator.

Normal type
Original Design

As the designer intended.

NotDisthtorte wayedit was designed to be se n.
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Stretched

Smashed

Squashed

